CASE STUDY
Fidelity needed to integrate PNM
with their standard maintenance group methods

They developed..

a 3 step plan!

Fidelity wanted everyone throughout the
organization to be on the same page when it
came to deciding higher priorities and where
to invest in the plant to make things run more
efficiently. Together they refined a concept
and envisioned a new philosophy.
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3 STEP PNM PLAN
W H E N F I D E L I T Y ’ S F I V E S TAT E W I D E A N D F I F T Y T H O U S A N D S U B S C R I B E R O P E R AT I O N I M P L EM E N T E D P R E E Q U A L I Z AT I O N A N A LY Z E R T H E Y N E E D E D T O W R A P T H E I R A R M S A R O U N D H O W
T O I N T E G R AT E T H I S N E W T O O L W I T H T H E I R T R A D I T I O N A L M A I N T E N A N C E G R O U P M E T H O D S .

INTRODUCTION

WHERE TO START

subscribers, Fidelity’s management knew that they had line and

manager would represent all of the install supervisors in all the markets.

maintenance technicians in every market who were always focused on

Next, to serve as a technical operations specialist they brought in an

putting out fires. With over 3,000 miles of plant, the techs were steeped

install and repair supervisor who in the past was one of their top sweep

in the traditional, reactive response, and were used to doing things the

and balance guys. To round out the group they added an outside plant

same way for years. When there was an issue on the line they would get

engineer who understood the design of cable networks and had an

someone into the field to do a sweep and balance or a noise mitigation.

excellent background in reducing actives in the plant.

With an operation that encompassed five states and 50,000 broadband

To begin they formed a trio of managers. Their technical operations

It was reactive but management knew that work had to continue.
When the three experts met together the objective was to look at
But Fidelity management wanted to shift emphasis from the usual

the three diagnostics tools, TruVizion, PreEqualization Analyzer

break/fix methodology to Proactive Network Maintenance (PNM), a

and Upstream Analyzer and develop a game plan for deploying PNM

new concept focused on being proactive rather than reactive when it

throughout the entire organization.

comes to impairments and plant issues. They needed to broaden the
thinking of the field techs to include addressing near-term, potential

This group began with an introduction of the tools to the line techs

maintenance issues as the networks continued to grow and evolve.

and supervisors in each market over the five state operation. The goal

And they wanted a way to guide these new thought processes without

was to have frontline personnel use and become familiar with the tools

disrupting the productivity on immediate issues out in the plant that

and submit valuable feedback on where network improvements could

needed attention.

be made. Input was also requested on which diagnostics reports they

In the initial stage of the new plan, management
needed to identify the primary staff members in
each market who would begin using the tools and
discussing with them their ideas on scheduling
that future maintenance

viewed as most valuable for beginning the PNM program.
The group focused on upstream signal to noise ratio and codeword
errors reports. They proceeded to provide the guidance to key personnel
in each of those markets. The group leaders made it clear that some
issues would continue to come up that required attention right away.
There would always be that necessary reactive action to immediate
issues in order to keep things running smoothly.

Guidance was needed in interpreting the data from the tools and
recognizing those issues that would be customer impacting in the near

“As plans progressed we began to weave in the PNM aspect to the

term. The question was then how to schedule the proactive maintenance

routine by having the maintenance supervisors rethink scheduling”,

without interfering with the regular day to day maintenance plans that

said Jarrod Head, Fidelity’s Director of Engineering. “When assigning

were already in place.

maintenance resources the supervisor could see he had a technician
going to a particular area on a call. With the data from a report for
that same area indicating a potential problem, the supervisor could
then coordinate the scheduled truck roll to include investigating and

Fidelity wanted everyone throughout the organization to
be on the same page when it came to deciding higher priorities
and where to invest in the plant to make things run more efficiently.
Together they refined a concept and envisioned a new philosophy.

performing some proactive maintenance while he was out there in
that vicinity.” By working proactive issues into the regular trouble
call schedule Fidelity could begin to gain some ground on proactive
maintenance.
Fidelity’s engineers also began using the tools to develop a plan for
more in-depth analysis of the cable plant and thereby cutting down
actives. By focusing on those areas where they had been experiencing
consistently poor RF performance and higher utilization they were able
to prioritize trouble areas for scheduling into their regular maintenance
program.

Training

“

“

3 STEP PNM PLAN

1. You have to find it first by utilizing the tools we
have deployed in the network.
2. You’re still going to fix it fast. Customer service is
what we are all about, getting out there and fixing it
quickly.
3. But fix it forever. By practicing PNM we’ll stay
ahead of maintenance issues and hopefully
transform the way we use our field resources from
constant firefighting to a preventative methodology.

To get their new plan off to a successful start Fidelity established
a training program by forming teams of engineers and technical

For Fidelity, being proactive and not reactive is about addressing

operational specialists with boots on the ground experience. These

potential maintenance issues for the future, as well as every day, as the

teams work with local technical operational supervisors, service

network continues to evolve .

managers and maintenance supervisors in each market. Initially they
work on understanding the reports coming out of the tools; where the
data comes from, how to interpret it and how to use the tools to get to
the information they need. After that introduction, a department head
and his group is designated to be the team the rest of the organization
will turn to for an enhancement or additional training or questions about
the functionality in a tool. This ensured that the training and methods
remain consistent throughout the entire company.

BOTTOM LINE

With head-ends spread out geographically over five states, Fidelity had
to redefine how they manage their network maintenance. Building a
plan, lots of communication, and providing everyone in those diverse
locations with the right training for using the proactive tools ensured
that the new concept was fully understood and everyone was on-board.
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